
Witch Pickings 
Witch Pickings is a 5 reel slot game with a Witches Bonuses to boost your winnings. During regular play, 

the goal is to achieve a winning combination of symbols on any of the 25 lines. Payouts depend on the 

number of coins played and the winning combination of symbols achieved. The theoretical average 

return to player (RTP) is 95.792% - 95.938%. 

The patron may realize the Maximum RTP of 95.9384% by: 
If CASTLE is chosen at random, selecting features: SYMBOLS the SAME, EXTRA WILDS and PAYS BOTH 
WAYS 
If CAULDRON is chosen at random, selecting features: SYMBOLS the SAME, EXPANDING WILDS and PAYS 
BOTH WAYS 
If POTION BOTTLE is chosen at random, selecting features: SYMBOL PRIZES, WILD MULTIPLIER and ALL 
WINS MULTIPLIER 
If PENDANT is chosen at random, selecting features: SYMBOLS STACKED, EXTRA WILDS and PAYS BOTH 
WAYS 

The patron may realize the Maximum RTP of 95.7916% by: 
If CASTLE is chosen at random, selecting features: SYMBOLS STACKED, EXPANDING WILDS and PAYS 
BOTH WAYS 
If CAULDRON is chosen at random, selecting features: SYMBOL PRIZES, EXTRA WILDS and EXTRA 5 FREE 
GAMES 
If POTION BOTTLE is chosen at random, selecting features: SYMBOL PRIZES, EXPANDING WILDs and PAYS 
BOTH WAYS 
If PENDANT is chosen at random, selecting features: SYMBOLS THE SAME, EXTRA WILDS and ALL WINS 
MULTIPLIER 

Game Rules 
40 coins plays 25 lines 

Payouts are made according to the Paytable  

Payline wins are multiplied by the bet 

SCATTER wins are multiplied by the bet 

SCATTER wins are added to payline wins  

Highest win only on each selected payline 

Wins on different paylines are added  

All wins occur on selected lines except SCATTER  

All wins begin with leftmost reel and pay left to right on consecutive reels, except SCATTER which pays any 

WILD substitutes for all symbols except SCATTER 

SCATTER appears on all reels 

Only highest scatter win paid per play

The prizes are paid in accordance with the payout table available on the game interface.
Any game in progress for more than 24 hours will be cancelled, and the corresponding bet will be 
refunded
Malfunction voids all pays and plays 



 

 

 

 

 

 

WITCHES BONUS 

3 or more SCATTER triggers the WITCHES BONUS 

5 free games are awarded 

Choose 3 features (1 from each Witch) for the free games 

BLUE WITCH 

   SYMBOLS THE SAME 

   CASTLE, CAULDRON, POTION BOTTLE or PENDANT symbol is selected at random 

   During the WITCHES BONUS all CASTLE, CAULDRON, POTION BOTTLE and PENDANT become the   

selected symbol 

  

   SYMBOLS STACKED 

   CASTLE, CAULDRON, POTION BOTTLE or PENDANT symbol is selected at random 

   During the WITCHES BONUS the selected symbol is stacked 

 

   SYMBOL PRIZES 

   CASTLE, CAULDRON, POTION BOTTLE or PENDANT symbol is selected at random 

   For each selected symbol that appears during the WITCHES BONUS a prize of 500, 250, 200, 150, 100, 

50 or 25 is awarded 

   Prizes are multiplied by the bet 

 

RED WITCH 

   EXPANDING WILDS 

   Any WILDS that appears during the WITCHES BONUS, expand to fill all 3 positions on the reel 

 

   EXTRA WILDS 

   Extra WILDS are added to all reels during the WITCHES BONUS 

 

   WILD MULTIPLIER 

   Any win during the WITCHES BONUS with WILD is multiplied by 2, 3, 4, 5 or 10 

 

GREEN WITCH 

     ALL WINS MULTIPLIER 

     ALL wins during the WITCHES BONUS may be multiplied by 2,3,4 or 5, including Symbol Prizes which   

are displayed already multiplied by 2,3,4 or 5 

 

  PAYS BOTH WAYS 



 

 

    All wins during the WITCHES BONUS begin with leftmost reel and pay left to right on consecutive reels 

AND begin with rightmost reel and pay right to left on consecutive reels, except SCATTER which pays any 

    Highest win only on each selected payline from LEFT to RIGHT AND RIGHT to LEFT 

 

     EXTRA 5 FREE GAMES 

     5 free games are added to the WITCHES BONUS and to any retriggers 

 

Free Games are played at the lines and bet of the trigger game 

The WITCHES BONUS can be re-triggered, with original selections played again 

 

 

WITCHES BONUS 

TROPHIES 

Click to access the Trophies page which displays Trophies collected for achieving certain milestones 

during the game. One set of Trophies is awarded for the number of times you trigger the Feature and a 

second set of Trophies is awarded for the size of the Feature Win 

 

HISTORY / TOP SCORES 

Click to access the History / Top Scores page which displays the last 5 Feature selections and the top 5 

Feature selections. Clicking a last 5 selection or a top 5 selection will select those Features for the 

WITCHES BONUS 

 

AUTOPICK 

Click to randomly select 3 Features 

 

CLEAR ALL 

Click to clear all selections 

 

How to Play 
1: Choose your BET per LINE 

2: SPIN 

 

 

MAIN GAME SCREEN BUTTONS: 

 

 
SPIN:   Spins the reels. 



 

 

 

 
AUTOPLAY: When more than zero AUTOPLAYs is selected the SPIN button will display the number of 

AUTOPLAYs that will be played. 

 

 
STOP AUTOPLAY: Once auto play begins the SPIN button turns into a STOP AUTOPLAY button and 

the number of AUTOPLAYs remaining will be displayed in the STOP button. 

 

 
HOME:  Accesses casino menu 

 

 

  
SETTINGS: Accesses the SETTING page for LINES, BET and AUTOPLAY options 

 

SETTINGS PAGE BUTTONS: 

 

 
LINES:   Lines cannot be adjusted. This game is fixed for 25 lines. 

 

 
BET: Adjusts the BET per LINE. The UP/DOWN buttons adjust the BET per LINE up or down. 

 

 
AUTOPLAY:  Allows automatic consecutive normal game plays. The UP/DOWN buttons increase or 

decrease the number of autoplays. The available autoplays are from 0 to 100.   

 



 

 

INFO:  Accesses pay awards for winning symbol combinations. Also contains the rules for the 

game. 

 

   
MUTE:             Mutes all in-game sound effects. 

 

 

The game displays all your details in the following display fields:  

Balance: Displays your total balance  

Total Bet:  The total wager staked.  

Win:   Displays the amount won in the spin  

 

 

 


